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Shaping the industry
How are prevailing economic challenges, uncertainty in markets and the looming Article 50 triggering
of Brexit affecting small and mid-sized UK manufacturers in the aluminium space? Nadine Bloxsome*
visited Aluminium Shapes in Corby to see how the company is working hard to build a sustainable and
successful business.
In an industry that employs more than
20,000 people and turns over three billion
a year, this will perfectly place Aluminium
Shapes to face the challenges and changes
in the years ahead.
A balanced view on Brexit
With a smaller market share capacity for
survival and ability to punch above their
weight, the team at Aluminium Shapes
were probably far more relaxed than most
extruders in the run up to the Brexit vote
in June.
Whilst the most frequently voiced
description post Brexit was “uncertainty”,
the team at Shapes felt optimistic. The only
real risk or threat was being unprepared
for either of the options and the company

is comfortable in its readiness to compete.
With no single customer taking more
than 8% of Shapes 2,500 tonnes per year
output that is also spread across a variety
of sectors, including export, Shapes has
tried to protect itself from the inevitable
peaks and troughs that affect any
commodity based industry.
Post Brexit, Shapes has seen an
increase in the number of enquiries from
companies that traditionally buy off shore.
This is hugely encouraging and whether
this is a short term over reaction, the scare
mongering has seemed to settle down
and it is very much business as usual.
Creating a desire for aluminium
As a smaller extruder, it is very easy

for Shapes and companies of a similar
size to promote the use of aluminium
extrusion. This has been achieved through
engagement with schools, colleges and
universities and working to enthuse the
next generation of designers to spec
aluminium in their product.
The intention of the business is to widen
this over the next 12 months by running
regular in-house workshops with designers
and manufacturers to drive home the
many benefits aluminium extrusion brings
to their end product.
Shapes has a passion for apprenticeship
schemes and at one point 8% of the
company’s total staff were apprentices
most of who have now graduated and
progressed within the company.
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This is critical in companies of a similar
size all businesses need a strong and welldefined succession policy to survive and
thrive. Milburn Paterson, Shapes MD, has
been a vocal champion of the opportunity
apprenticeships present to both employers
and employees and is something that
Shapes is keen to promote.
Shapes is focusing on extending this
activity in the stockholder sector too.
This will be seen as controversial as the
relationship between the extruders and
the stock holders is often like a marriage,
not always harmonious, but bound
together by a common interest.
But with a greater understanding
and trust, sharing an extruder’s
technical knowledge and running case
study workshops and working more
collaboratively, could lead to more overall
work being placed in the UK.
Building networks and communities
There are opportunities to network
extensively with small local inventors
groups in small towns across the UK right
through to larger events with bodies like
the Aluminium Federation who continue
to do sterling work in protecting and
promoting the industry.
Shapes is also active within organisations
like Made in the Midlands, who represent
hundred of manufacturers across the
UK central belt where they get to pool
knowledge share innovation and more
importantly bang the manufacturing
drum.
As part of their membership, Shapes
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is also looking to open their doors in
the middle of the year to host over 100
Midland based Manufacturing Companies
to explore ways in which they can work
together on common objectives. This will
be a major departure for the aluminium
industry and it will be exciting to explore
the ways pressing companies, die casters
injection moulders and finishers can come
together to drive innovation independent
of trade affiliations.
Not just content with helping others
bring products to the market, Shapes is
looking at launching an aluminium based
product and have had one on test for
some time.
Shapes have to exercise caution in any
area of product development so as not to
conflict with existing customer products;
the idea is to use product design to
showcase the real benefits of extrusion as
a potential additional income stream.
2016 also sees the awarding of the
first ever Aluminium Shapes Innovation
in Extrusion design Award. There are so
many wonderful ideas through the year
and some have fantastic commercial
potential, others perhaps not but may still
incorporate detail that could subsequently
migrate successfully to other products in
the future.
We want this award to reward the
best example of creativity irrespective
of commercial success. This is a new
departure for Shapes, but again is seen
as something that can bring some
excitement to the sector and potentially
develop further in the future.

Shapes will be exhibiting this year at
The Advanced Manufacturing Show,
taking place at The NEC, Birmingham in
November, promoting, as ever, the use
of aluminium extrusion. A ‘small stand,
big presence’ strapline perfectly captures
Shapes place in the market; using their
own vernacular, they see themselves as a
David amongst aluminium Goliaths.
It will always come down to service
The speed to market remains one of
Shapes key strengths. A few months
ago, the company produced a new die
and 10,000 cut lengths in nine working
days for a major US lighting company, let
down by a far-east supplier. This is the
sort of work that defines Shapes and other
companies fighting to stand out.
The most frequently asked question
the team hears is “how much is a die
and what is the minimum quantity?” As
a niche supplier, not wholly dependent
on volume, Shapes is able to take a much
more sympathetic view as die costs are
lower and there doesn’t need to be a
minimum quantity. This actually turns
extruders like Shapes into the prototyping
house of the future; creating sections that
could lead to volume production for us or
for one of the larger extruders.
It is this passion for the market and
capacity to co-exist with competitors that
sets Aluminium Shapes apart and cements
a status as the friendly extruder. �
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